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I4ENS TllUR THE
BIRKI E

I started 201 0 setting another PR (2:53:26)

I at the Houston Marathon, after a successful
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and setting PRs on 10-mile, half marathon and
30k races. This was also the beginning of a
string of injuries that would last awhile; still,
I captained the "Tornado Revenge" team that
captured the victory at the 203-mile Texas

Independence Relay in early March and then
won my age group at the 20 1 0 Seabrook Lucky
Trail Marathon. That's when I really had to stop
and staft therapy to take care of two injuries
that got out of hand.

By early summer, things started to turn around;
I had been totally dedicated to running for the
past four years, so a break from running and

the Texas heat was in order before resuming
my normal training. We headed for the
mountains, my other passion. Having climbed
many mountains rn noftheastern Mexico as
well as the high volcanoes of central Mexico
including 18,700 Pico de 0rizaba and17,200'
lztaccihuatl twice, I caught the Colorado I4er
(mountains above 14,000 ) climbing fever in
2005; I returned in 2006 and climbed a few
more. My 201012-day Colorado family vacation
included 11 l4ers in nine days of climbing.

These required a total of 20,000 of elevation
gain and 46 miles of hiklng.
71514,421' Mt Massive
l/6 14,005 Huron Peak

lll 14,420' Mt Harvard

11814,148' Mt Democrat
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llg 14,229'Mt Shavano and 14,155
Tabeguache Peak

After a three-day break to travel to and go

sightseeing in Durango and then Lake City, I

resumed my climbing in the San Juans in the
Lake City area.

To climb these peaks, I hiked 43 miles and
gained 17,600 of elevation;
,/13 1 4,309 Uncompahgre Peak and then
climbed to 13,800 on 14,017 Wetterhorn Peak
before turning back due to early storms
I ll4 1 4,034' Redcloud Peak and 1 4,001'
Sunshine Peak

l/15 1 4,048 Handies Peak

7/16 back to 1 4,01 7 Wetterhorn Peak, by far
the most interesting and exposed climb of them
all

My only fuel source for these adventures
was Hammer, and just like I have in the past

three years on my ultra marathons, the use of
Hammer Gel, HEED, Perpetuem, Endurolytes,
and Recoverite made these climbs feel like
"a walk in the park" and made this my most
productive and memorable climbing outing yet.

ljust wished l'd had more time to keep climbing
more Colorado 14ers.

A few months after that, and it was back to the
Texas racing season. Thanks a lot guys-keep
Hammering!
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With over 8,700 participants,

the American Birkebeiner is the
largest cross country ski marathon in
Nofth America. This year's race takes
place on February 26, and

as always, Hammer

Nutrition is honored to
be a product sponsor,
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2010 Ultraman
World
Championships
Hawaii
Gongratulations
to and

Suzy!

BY STEVE BORN
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Shanna

his year's Ultraman,
which became a Hammer
Nutrition-sponsored
event in 2010, was

completed just before we went
to press. Still, we had to make
room to congratulate two of
our longtime "Super Women" athletes,
Shanna Armstrong (Lubbock, Texas)
and Suzy Degazon (Glendora, Calif.),
for their successful completion of yet
another edition ofthis grueling race.

Shanna, an eight-time competitor and
six-time champion had yet another
great race, competing in what was
undoubtedly the strongest women's
field in the race's history. Amber
Monforte of Reno, Nev., took top
honors and broke the 21-year-old
Ultraman women's record by over
an hour and a half, with a blazing
time of 24 hours, 7 minutes, and 11
seconds. Hillary Biscay of Tucson,
Ariz., came in second place, breaking
the old record as well, with a time
of 24:40:28. Shanna also broke the
old record and finished a rnere 3
minutes, 29 seconds behind Biscay.
Her overall time of 24:43:57 was
her fastest ever fty over an hour),
and placed her third amongst the
women and eighth overall. An
outstanding accomplishment!

Suzy is even more of a fixture at
Ultraman, having competed in
the race an unprecedented 13

times. The real kicker? She's
now successfully completed
it 13 consecutive times, a

phenomenal
achievement, this year
in a time of 32:08:38!

The Ultraman World Championships
Hawaii is a three-day event that took
place on November 26-28, 2010, on the
Big Island of Hawaii. The field is limited
to 40 participants, so you know that
whoever competes in this event has paid
their dues. And you'll most certainly
have wanted to pay your dues with this
kind of schedule. Check this out:

Stage I begins with a 6.2-mile ocean
swim, which is then followed by a
9O-mile bike ride. Stage II is a 171.4-
mile bike ride that contains 8,600 feet
of climbing. Stage III is a 52.4-mile,
double-marathon run. Each stage must
be completed in 12 hours or less, with
the recommendation that the swim be
completed in 5.5 hours or less. Anyone
not finishing any ofthe days'stages
within the 12-hour limit is disqualified.

Congratulations to both Shanna and
Suzy on their superb efforts at this year's
Ultraman World Championships Hawaiil
More information, results, bios, and
photos from this and previous years can
be found at ultramanlive.com. lllll
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2010 USAT Age Group
National Championship
2nd place, 45-49 age group lronman Florida 70.3

lst place, 18-24 age group

Ford Ironman Arizona
2nd place, 65-69 age group
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Rick Velasquez
Thanks, Hammer Nutrition, for being a
big part of my new Marathon PR (3:29)
at the Twin Cities Marathon.

I've been using Hammer products
since 2006 and absolutely love them.
The Endurance Athlete's GUIDE to
SUCCESS has been a tremendous help
in educating me on the nutrition and
hydration aspects of endurance sports.

We had terrific weather for a marathon.
Through mile 16, I was on pace for a
sub 3:20. Things started to fade after
that, but I was still able to hold on
to a sub 3:30, thanks in part to Hammer
Nutrition.

Unlike some previous races where I may
have bailed on my hydration near the
end and faded bad, I stuck to the plan for
nutrition and hydration and although
I faded, I didn't fade nearly as much and
I felt good at the end. The fade was likely
due more to the faster pace at the
beginning.

Thanks for all your support of the Army
Triathlon Club!
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Amanda Mclntosh
Wounded Warriors Project
fundraiser

Here is a pic from our 12-hour run.
Liza Howard and I ran for 12 hours
around that track and our friends,
including Chris Russell, joined us
throughout the day. The guys playing
football in the background were from
the University of Texas at San Antonio
ROTC. (The squadron joined us for a
few miles.) It was a great event and we
raised almost $1,700 for the Wounded
Warriors.

We had the Hammer tent set up and a
container of HEED on the course, plus
Hammer Gel, Endurolytes, and HEED
packets for the runners. Everyone
was really excited about the Hammer
Products.

Liza and I both used a combination of
Hammer Gel, HEED, and Perpetuem
during the 12 hours (plus a little
solid food) and felt great. We both
had Recoverite immediately after. I
was able to get up the next day and
do a 27-mile benefit ride for a friend
involved in a bike accident.

The support of Hammer was terrific at
this event and throughout my career
as an ultrarunner.


